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1/ CLIENT | Subject Information Area
Wise Words Media is pleased to present for consideration this report:



Semester 1 - 2019

|

Sherlock | A World Unlocked

It has been prepared for clients working in dual, shifting career spaces: that is, creative professionals
simultaneously building academic pursuits towards Masters and/or Doctorate qualifications. Working
in the creative industries space, clients are typically development and / or executive producers in the
film and high-end commercial theatre space.
The Digital Resource Guide is specifically designed to serve and support clients interested in
exploring the substantial breadth and depth of the canon of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's most famous
literary character: Sherlock Holmes.
Initially the client indicated an interest in ‘podcasts’. Subsequent investigation revealed this to be too
broad and lacking definition. Further interviews revealed ‘Sherlock Holmes’ as a podcast topic. The
topic then grew to focus more organically on how to assist the client to develop and exploit new /
unexplored story-lines within canons of literature, genres and character universe of Sherlock Holmes.
Feedback on this evaluation report is invited and welcome.
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2/ SEARCH STRATEGY
Parameters
Search Strategy
The resource guide wouldn’t function if content rested merely on academic resources only. The Digital
Resource Guide became dual purpose:
 identifies and links to appropriate academic resources, research, databases and textbooks
 offers a broad, macro-level list of digital resources of existing and recent commercial
manifestations of the 'Sherlock Holmes' character(s)

DATE

TOPIC/TYPE

EVENT TASK | DIARY NOTE

Early May 2019 –
research day 1
Early May 2019 –
research day 2
Early May 2019 –
research day 3

Topic investigation | Podcasts

Pre-search and investigation

Topic investigation | Podcasts

Maroondah library, Ringwood | email Bizhubs contacts

Topic investigation | Podcasts

Early May 2019 –
research day 4
Sat 12 May 2019

Topic investigation | Podcasts

Wed 22 May 2019

Carer duties

Wed 22 May
2019- ongoing

Carer duties

Thu 23 May 2019

Topic investigation | ‘Sherlock
Holmes’

Thu 23 May 2019

Topic | ‘Sherlock Holmes’

LIB1085 | ‘podcast’ – discussed with Paul Mercurcia
 Lukewarm response – to be discussed further
Maroondah library, Ringwood | onsite visit – interview library staff.
Nil evidence.
Father admitted to Sunshine hospital
o Father - Sunshine Hospital, Pancreatitis May 2019
 0.25 years post-grad RMIT, 2019
o studies suspended to take care of parents
Father discharged Sunshine hospital
o Father - Sunshine Hospital, Pancreatitis May 2019, gall
bladder removed
 0.25 years post-grad RMIT, 2019
o studies suspended to take care of parents
 3.5 years carer for both parents
o Mother - Parkinsons Disease, 2010 - ongoing,
deteriorating cognition and mobility
o Father - Sunshine Hospital, Pancreatitis May 2019, gall
bladder removed
 Settled on topic with parameters as set out above
 Creative brief
o ‘Sherlock Holmes’ as a content focus, you could design a
LibGuide to support a client
o Client description: creative industries professional (ie
producer) looking to research Sherlock Holmes cannon
including academia.
o Purpose: define new niche area for future film/stage
adaption or evolution that is yet to be explored creatively
for commercial purposes.
 Libguide: began construction of template and topic areas

Fri 24 May 2019

Resource Guide | Construction

Carer duties

 Drafted LibGuide Tab Headings and Sub-headings in MS
Word
 Used drafted content as ‘blueprint’
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Criteria
Criteria was based on the client developing and exploiting new / unexplored story-lines within canons
of literature, genres and character universe.
To achieve this, the digital resource guide had to assist by providing material covering a wide range
and depth of material. Therefore the intial issue was beyond the obvious published titles by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle and recent movies and TV shows, what other resources could be of use?
Once identified, what resources should be selected?
It was surprising to learn more than 13 000 academic, peer-reviewed papers/articles exist on this
topic. A plan to include abstracts was dumped in favour of incouding a mere 3 – they were fashioned
into outlines of famous titles. From these TV shows have been produced. A comparison and contrast
of this material with the original titles proved a satisfactory way of demonstrating to the client further
analysis on their part will reveal similar opportunities to advance the canon further in new and
interesting ways.
The issue then boiled down to what material not to include. This was true of textbooks. A longer list
than what is necessary was eventually settled on. The rationale being that unless the client stipulates
otherwise, they should always be the arbiter of what type of content and volume of material they
choose to review.

DATE
Fri 24 May 2019
Fri 24 May 2019

TOPIC/TYPE

EVENT TASK | DIARY NOTE

Resource Guide | Abstracts
Resource Guide | Resources |
Academic

What do I mean by ‘abstracts’? Why do I want to include this?
Library Database Search | ‘Sherlock Holmes’ – exactly what
academic resources am I looking for? How will these assist
client?
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3/ BIBLIOGRAPHY and RESOURCE LIST | Annotated information
Table 1 | BIBLIOGRAPHY / RESOURCE LIST | Annotated information by resource type
SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE | Notable Works
Nobes, Patrick, and Doyle, Arthur Conan. The Hound of the Baskervilles. Simplified ed.
Oxford: Oxford UP, 2008. Print.
This book is a work of fiction in which a young heir is convinced that the mythical hound of Baskerville Hall
may be responsible for hunting and killing his uncle. Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson are contracted by the
heir to investigate the beastly, supernatural creature.
Novel

The Hound of the Baskervilles
(1901–1902)

The novel provides significant insight into the character of Sherlock Holmes, particularly his abilities as a
detective to distil and decipher details within his environment where others cannot. In particular, the story
elevates and outlines the professional relationship and friendship between Holmes and Watson.
However, the story also provides evidence of the author’s weaknesses in plot and character development.
By reviewing this novel, the client gains further insight into the characters and storylines within the Sherlock
Holmes canon.

Doyle, Arthur Conan, Sir. The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. 1999. Web.
A work of fiction originally published in ‘The Strand’ (UK), the book is a collection of short stories including
that of a mysterious woman named Irene Adler. She is in possession of embarrassing photos of one
Europe's most loved monarchs. Only the brilliant mind of Sherlock Holmes can retrieve the contraband items
with royal reputation intact.
Short
Stories

A Scandal in Bohemia (June 1891)

In the folklore of Sherlock Holmes, Irene Adler is also known as 'the woman'. The only woman of significance
encountered by Sherlock Holmes. The story breaks significant ground - Holmes matches wits with a woman
of mystery in the Victorian Era.
A worthy contrast to the Holmes/Watson relationship, latter day writers may possibly be reading too much
into the relationship between Holmes and Adler.
That said, this story offers an intriguing ‘what if’ to the creative process of any creative looking for insight into
how to further explore the Sherlock Holmes canon.
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Table 1 | BIBLIOGRAPHY / RESOURCE LIST | Annotated information by resource type
Doyle, Arthur Conan, Sir. The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes. 1997. Web.
Originally published in ‘The Strand’ (UK). This collection of short stories describes Sherlock Holmes’ famous
final showdown with his arch enemy Professor Moriarty, who has slipped through the grasp of the English
police. Although it's obvious Moriarty's still on the continent, not so evident is the mortal danger Sherlock is
so dangerously close to.
Short
Stories

The Final Problem (December 1893)

The Sherlock Holmes mythology exploded upon publication of this story. The adversarial nature of the
Moriaty character took Holmes’ to a new level. He wasn’t investigating a crime. Holmes found himself fighting
his creator Conan Doyle for his very survival as a literary character.
Through this story, clients can delve deeply to explore the wider connection the readership has long had to
the overall canon via this acclaimed work of fiction.
Subsequently reincarnated, the story gave a remarkable second coming to Doyle’s famous character that
has been repeated many times since at the hands of other creative’s.
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Table 1 | BIBLIOGRAPHY / RESOURCE LIST | Annotated information by resource type
RESOURCES | ACADEMIC || Selected Articles and Textbooks by Sector (peer reviewed)
Joyce, Stephen. Authentic in Authenticity: The Evolution of Sherlock Holmes on
Screen. Journal of Popular Film and Television Xlv.2 (2017): 79-89. Web
This article investigates various screen incarnations of Sherlock Holmes while arguing that Holmes’ famous
characteristics – both behavioural and visual – were hardly ever found in Doyle’s original texts.
Film

Authentic in Authenticity: The Evolution of
Sherlock Holmes on Screen.

The article’s author then debates the question: does the screen version truly adhere to the character it
originated from? Should future screen/stage iterations of the Sherlock Holmes also mimic implied
mannerisms and ‘tics’?
Clients can reflect on the arguments presented around the importance of authenticity. Whatever the
conclusion, it’s worth remembering that there are many reasons why these screen interpretations have
resonated so deeply with fans of Sherlock Holmes.

Wynne, Catherine. Sherlock Holmes and the Problems of War: Traumatic
Detections. English Literature in Transition, 1880-1920 53.1 (2010): 29-53. Web.
Literature

Sherlock Holmes and the Problems of
War: Traumatic Detections.

This article examines various selected stories from the Holmes canon as well as war and medical journalism
of Arthur Conan Doyle. The discussion investigates how traumatic detections were employed and the diverse
ways in which Doyle responded to the problems of war.
Given war is a subject addressed only once by Doyle, clients may forsee opportunities to exploit future
storylines that can be integrated into the Sherlock Holmes canon.
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Table 1 | BIBLIOGRAPHY / RESOURCE LIST | Annotated information by resource type
Porter, Lynnette R. Who Is Sherlock? : Essays on Identity in Modern Holmes
Adaptions. Jefferson, North Carolina: McFarland, 2016. Web.

Who Is Sherlock? : Essays on Identity in
Modern Holmes Adaptions.

Who is Sherlock Holmes? This book examines the questions, deconstruction and reconstruction of Sherlock
Holmes’ unique traits. From academics to commentators, booklovers and fans – fascination continues to
drive analysis on how these traits were formed.
Insights into both Victorian and the modern-day Sherlock are supplied by illustrators, screenwriters, directors,
costume designers, set designers, actors, scholars, and fans.
The book is vital for any creative professional looking to carve a unique niche in the Sherlock Holmes
universe.

Vanacker, Sabine., and Wynne, Catherine. Sherlock Holmes and Conan Doyle Multi-Media
Afterlives. London: Palgrave Macmillan UK : Imprint: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013. Web.
Textbooks
Sherlock Holmes and Conan Doyle MultiMedia Afterlives

This book discusses the boundaries between fiction and reality using recent appearances of Conan Doyle in
contemporary novels and films as a fictional figure
Essays within the collection investigate the general public’s endless fascination with Doyle and his creation,
Sherlock Holmes.
The book is yet another substantial statement confirming that for client’s considering Sherlock Holmes as a
commercial pursuit, demand is high for both the character and its author.

Klous, Sander. Author, Wielaard, Nart., and SpringerLink. We Are Big Data : The Future of
the Information Society. Paris: Atlantis : Imprint: Atlantis, 2016. Web.
We Are Big Data : The Future of the
Information Society

This book explores the topic of big data and its implications for technology, the social order and industry.
As commerce and social interaction within society evolves further through data analytics and data stimuli, the
book proposes an analogy that only the equivalent of thousands of Sherlock Holmes clones can mine the
data to reap the benefits on offer.
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Table 1 | BIBLIOGRAPHY / RESOURCE LIST | Annotated information by resource type
In the context of client requirements, the world of big data is begging for exploration within the known tropes
of Sherlock Holmes.

Porter, Lynnette R. Sherlock Holmes for the 21st
Adaptations. Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, 2012. Web.

Century

Essays

on

New

This book argues that in the 21st century, there's never been a better time to be Sherlock Holmes.

Textbooks

Sherlock Holmes for the 21st Century
Essays on New Adaptations.

Evidence is presented citing commentary on films, an internationally acclaimed BBC television series, a
novel sanctioned by the Arthur Conan Doyle Estate. In the mix are also dozens of additional novels and short
stories, video games, comic books, and fan-created works. Sherlock Holmes also has a compelling Internet
and social media existence.
This material offers further persuasive insights into the growing, ongoing demand for Sherlock Holmes
content.

Alexander Street Press Compiler Issuing Body, and University of Chicago Compiler. Film
Scripts Online. Alexandria, Va.: Alexander Street, 2002. Web.
Databases

Film Scripts Online

This database resource contains 1,009 scripts by 1,062 writers. Although many scripts have never been
published (let alone produced), facsimilie images for more than 500 screenplays are included as well as
short biographies on the writers and awards won by individual films.
While not a definitive, specific resource for Sherlock Holmes screenplays, clients can still employ this portal
for research or promotional purposes in the journey towards commercial production.
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Table 1 | BIBLIOGRAPHY / RESOURCE LIST | Annotated information by resource type
RESOURCES | COMMERCIAL WORKS || Selected Titles
Edginton, I., Doyle, A. C. D. & Culbard, I. J., 2011. The Valley of Fear: A Sherlock Holmes
Graphic Novel. London: Selfmadehero.
This graphic novel is an interpretation where the original story has been presented within a contemporary
format to appeal to new audiences in the graphic novel space.
Graphic
Novels

The Valley of Fear: A Sherlock Holmes
Graphic Novel

‘Recall’ has never been favoured as a plot device for generating momentum in story-telling. This novel still
suffers from perceived imperfections in Conan Doyle’s writing. That is, extended exchanges of story
exposition by characters sat in rooms commenting on action that has already taken place.
The client can derive much then from this modern re-telling. Use new, original ways to reformat and present
the much loved Sherlock Holmes and your text-based content will find a home in the commercial world.

Bucksey, Colin, Hill, Jon Michael, Liu, Lucy, Miller, Jonny Lee, and Quinn, Aidan.
Elementary : Series 1-7, USA: CBS [broadcaster], 2012-. Elementary ; Ser. 1-7, Broadcast,
Web.
Television

Elementary

This television series explores the original characterisation of Sherlock Holmes, who is now reimagined as a
modern-day resident of New York City. The series is styled as an American procedural drama with the
gender of Dr John Watson’s character ‘flipped’ into a female rendition.
This iteration of the Holmes character is a great example for any client considering ways to exploit and
extend the Sherlock Holmes character in creative, yet authentic ways.
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Table 1 | BIBLIOGRAPHY / RESOURCE LIST | Annotated information by resource type
Guy Ritchie, Anderson, Paul, Downey Jr., Robert, Fry, Stephen, Harris, Jared, Houston,
William, James, Geraldine, Kahler, Wolf, Laskey, Jack, Law, Jude, Marsan, Eddie,
McAdams, Rachel, Mitchell, Iain, Rapace, Noomi, and Reilly, Kelly. Sherlock Holmes : A
Game Of Shadows (Movie 2011). Australia: Thriller [broadcaster], 2011. Web.
Film

Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows
(2011)

This film portrays the conflict between Detective Sherlock Holmes and Professor Moriarty - a villainous
architect of ill-repute responsible for a string of indiscriminate felonies across the European continent.
Although faithful to the original canon created by Arthur Conan Doyle, the rendering of the character is
integrated with cinematic flourishes of action and imposing (albeit expensive) production design.
This ‘high-concept’ crowd pleaser manages to pull off the impossible: pleasing old fans while attracting new
ones. Clients have much to gain by studying the approach of the writers, producers and director.
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Table 1 | BIBLIOGRAPHY / RESOURCE LIST | Annotated information by resource type
COMMUNITIES
Monty, S. & Wolder, B., 2007 -. Sherlock Holmes: Trifles, New Jersey: Baker Street
Irregulars. Web (Podcast)

Podcasts

Presented weekly, this podcast explores little known details within the universal canon of Sherlock Holmes.
In fact, the presenters have a mission to focus on only interviewing remarkable creatives doing things
differently to keep Sherlock Holmes relevant for modern audiences.

Sherlock Holmes: Trifles

Although the content is often only 15 minutes in length, clients will find these bite-sized offerings of great
value. Not only to their understanding of the Sherlock Holmes canon, but also for insights into how other
creative professionals are seeking and finding new ways to build upon the extensive works generated by
interest in Doyle’s famous character.
,

Katz, R. S., 1932 - . The Baker Street Irregulars. [Online]
https://bakerstreetirregulars.com/bsi-history/ [Accessed May 2019].

Fan Clubs

Available

at:

This website celebrates the Sherlock Holmes canon by way of invitation-only membership for fans who are
literally obsessed with the grittiest of details about Conan Doyles characters.
The Baker Street Irregulars
While lack of membership does prove an initial barrier to the general public, clients engaged in researching
the world of Sherlock Holmes will undoubtedly find willing and generous contributors to their project within
the ranks of members if approached under the right circumstances.
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Table 1 | BIBLIOGRAPHY / RESOURCE LIST | Annotated information by resource type
POP CULTURE
Reed Oz Comic Con Pty Ltd (ABN 76 167 562 825), 2019. Oz Comic-Con. [Online]
Available at: https://ozcomiccon.com/ [Accessed May 2019].
This website acts as a general portal for information and ticketing to Australia’s premier pop cultural event.
Conferences

Oz Comic-Con | 2019

Three times each year, the exhibition offers exhibitors, elite celebrities, cosplay, anime screenings, and
entertainment for all kinds of folk, excitement. Unique panel discussions are also held.
Any client wanting to see and understand the ‘fan experience’ for themselves will find that their ROI on
investment of a ticket entry will be high value. Not just for Sherlock Holmes, but for all genre’s and the fans
who keep the world of Sherlock Holmes (and others) alive in a very real way.
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